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Details of Visit:

Author: jonathan1975
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 22 Jun 2017 14:30
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

Discreet basement flat. Very clean and tidy, with bath/shower, large double bed and couch. Mint
keeps the place very nice indeed. Couple of minutes walk from a couple of tube stations.

The Lady:

Attractive lady looks to be 29/30 years old and a couple of pounds larger than her photos.

The Story:

Mint dressed exactly as required with those featured red thigh high boots and not much else. Quick
shower and into the GFE , plenty of DFK gentle groping and fingers exploring. Mint wears braces
but the kissing was long and very sexy. A fantastic arse was a lovely handful. So Mint started as a
very giggly, cuddly lady but as the minutes ticked by gradually turned into the full PSE. Nothing at
all off limits and the OWO was pure pornstar, turning into DT , gagging with drool the full works.
Mint was willing to try everything in all positions eventually taking the lot in her mouth. A quick outfit
change as requested, Mint must have a selection of about thirty pairs of killer heels, and off to the
races again. Spread on the bed, standing while Mint bent over double, upside down , nothing too
much trouble for this lovely lady. Her english isn`t brilliant but we got by well enough. A second
climax all over her tights that she'd changed in to and I was done for. A great 90 minutes with a lady
who really knows what she's doing. Time for another shower and back to find all my clothes laid out
neatly on the bed along with a cold bottle of water for the journey home. Old school. 
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